
Lab 11: Method Section— APA Paper #2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Objectives for Lab 11: 
● Describe your participants 
● Describe your materials 
o Calculate internal consistency reliability for your existing scale 
● Describe your procedure 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Outline for Method Section  

Read and complete this outline prior to starting the lab. You may write in fragments 
(words, phrases) or in complete sentences. Please note that thinking about paper 
construction and outlining your thoughts will aid in writing each section of your lab 
report, so take advantage of this process! 

Participants & Procedure 
● Who were the participants? How many participants were in OUR study? 
o Gender: 
o Age:  
o 3rd demographic question (of your choice): _______________________ 
o 4th demographic question (of your choice): _______________________ 
● How did you collect the data? 
(Note. We will combine these two sections because the Procedure subsection will 
potentially be too short to stand on its own). 

Materials 
● Describe the existing DV scale that was provided by your professor/TA. 
o Name of scale (don’t forget to cite your source), number of items, sample item, 

response options, internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) 
● Describe the items in the survey that was created by you and the class 
o Number of opinion questions and an example (one you used; include response 

options) 
o Number of demographic questions and an example (one you used; include 

response options) 
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Analyzing the data: 
(alpha for your existing SCALE) 
● Click on the Analyze menu, down to Scale, over to Reliability Analysis 
● Shift your items (e.g., SWL1, SWL2, SWL3, SWL4, & SWL5) in the Items box 
● The Model should default to “Alpha” – if it is not, use the pull-down menu to 

highlight Alpha 
● In the box next to “Scale label:” type your scale name 
● Click ok. 

Reading the SPSS output: 
(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!) 

 
Scale: Satisfaction with Life 

Case Processing Summary

N %

Cases Valid 141 97.9

Excludeda 3 2.1

Total 144 100.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables 
in the procedure.

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's 
Alpha

N of Items

.814 5
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This is the scale name you typed in 



Analyzing the data: 
(mean and standard deviation for CONTINUOUS variables) 
● Click on the Analyze menu, down to Descriptive Statistics, over to 

Descriptives 
● Shift your continuous participant variables (e.g., age) in the Variable(s) box 
● Click on the Options box on the right side 
o Make sure that Mean and Std. Deviation are checked 
o Click Continue 
● Click ok. 

Reading the SPSS output: 
(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!) 
 

(frequencies or percentages for CATEGORICAL variables) 
● Click on the Analyze menu, down to Descriptive Statistics, over to 

Frequencies 
● Shift your nominal participant variables (e.g., gender) in the Variable(s) box 
● Make sure the Display frequency tables box is CHECKED 
● Click ok. 

Reading the SPSS output: 
(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!) 
 

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

age 30 20.00 24.00 22.2667 1.28475

Valid N (listwise) 30
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This tells you 
the means and 
std. deviations 
of your 
variables. It 
also gives you 
min and max 
values (for 

This tells you 
the 
frequencies & 
percentages of 
each category. 
It also gives 
you valid 
percent (if 



Lab Report: 

● Using your outline, describe the participants, materials, and procedure by turning 
your fragments into whole sentences and full paragraphs (complete with 
transitions).  

● Use a heading for the Method section and subheadings for Participants, 
Materials, and Procedure (remember your name and TA name). 

● Carefully and correctly report all test statistics. 
o You must italicize M and SD 
● Make sure to read the SPSS output provided for you from the TAs! 
● Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the computer lab 

and formatting rules! 

Rubric for Lab 11: Method Section, APA Paper #2 

Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 
94-95) 

gender

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent

Valid men 15 50.0 50.0 50.0

women 15 50.0 50.0 100.0

Total 30 100.0 100.0

Pts 
poss.

Pts  
earned

Item

4 Participant& Procedure subsection correct 

     Participants: how many? descriptive stats (gender, age, etc.) 
     Procedure

4 Materials subsection 
    Existing DV Scale and alpha 
    Opinion and demographic questions

2 Spell Check and Sense Check (proofread!)

Headings correct (as applicable)

1” margins on top, bottom, and sides
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	Lab 7: Qualtrics Survey & Writing Survey Questions—APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 7:
	Learn Qualtrics survey software
	Write good survey items with good response formats
	Follow survey writing dos and don’ts
	Differentiate between opinion questions and demographic questions
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Learning Qualtrics: (15 points)
	Qualtrics is an online survey research suite. It allows you to build surveys and collect data online. Survey research is moving more and more into the online realm, so learning how to navigate an online survey research program (like Qualtrics or Survey Monkey) is an invaluable tool to research labs, graduate programs, and future employers.
	Qualtrics has a lot of information on their site:
	https://www.qualtrics.com/support/survey-platform/getting-started/survey-platform-overview/
	First you will watch five brief videos about the basics of Qualtrics, and then you will use those skills to build a sample survey.
	Go to the Qualtrics research suite website
	https://blink.ucsd.edu/technology/file-sharing/survey/training/index.html
	Watch the following online tutorials:
	Beginning to Build
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnWXDavTmBs
	Customizing Survey Pathways
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRtO5nZqYMw
	Customizing Survey Experience
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzirDuQixRE
	Distributing your Survey
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mz8bfSRDRQ
	Analyzing your Data
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElyBcWYZFBo
	Pay attention to these tutorials, as you will be constructing a practice survey on Qualtrics.
	Build your own survey.
	For this you need to sign onto your own Qualtrics account:
	https://sdsu.qualtrics.com
	The instructions for this activity are below (Qualtrics Practice Survey). Feel free to print out the rest of this page so that you do not need to move back and forth between screens.
	When you are done building this sample survey, please email the link to your TA.
	The subject line should read: PSY 301 Practice Survey Link-(Last Name)
	Copy and paste the link in the body of the email and email the link to your TA!
	***Qualtrics Practice Survey***
	You recently started an ice cream shop and are interested in collecting feedback from your customers.
	Create a new project from scratch.
	Build a new descriptive text question that welcomes your respondents to your survey.  Using the Rich Content Editor, insert an image of your ice cream shop in the text of this question.
	Insert a manual page break after your welcome question.
	Build a new multiple choice question (after the page break) asking your respondents if they recently visited your ice cream shop.
	Build a new multiple-choice question asking your respondents for their gender.
	In a new block, build a new matrix table question asking how satisfied your respondents were with various aspects of your ice cream shop (taste, flavor options, atmosphere, staff).
	Build a new text entry question asking why your respondents were dissatisfied with their visit to your ice cream shop.
	Use the Look & Feel to apply a survey theme that you like.
	Use the Look & Feel to change the question text across your entire survey to Georgia font.
	Let’s customize the pathways respondents will take through our survey.
	Use skip logic to skip those that have not recently visited your ice cream shop to the end of the block.
	Use a branch in your survey flow (placed in between your first and second blocks) that sends respondents to the end of the survey if they have not recently visited your shop. Set up a custom end of survey message that will display to these respondents as they end your survey.
	Use display logic to specify that your text entry question (why were you dissatisfied?) only appears to those who indicated that they were dissatisfied in your matrix table question (how satisfied were you with…?)
	Preview your survey to ensure that your logic is working as expected. Make any changes needed to achieve the desired behavior.
	Let’s collaborate and distribute our survey.
	Share your survey with your TA (select share project and find your TA’s name)
	Get a single reusable link to distribute your survey to your TA.
	Writing Good Survey Questions:
	What is your survey topic?   LIFE SATISFACTION
	This is your outcome or dependent variable (DV). This is what our survey project and your paper will be about, and this is the variable we will be trying to explain in our survey research project. There is an existing, well-validated scale measuring our DV-we will refer to this as the “existing DV scale” in the upcoming labs.
	DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES: variables that are “true” about a person
	(e.g., age, gender, ethnic background, political affiliation, number of hours slept last night, height, etc.)
	What are some demographic variables that you think might be related to (specifically, predict) your survey topic?
	E.g., age: As age increases, SURVEY TOPIC increases/decreases…
	E.g., gender: Women will report more/less SURVEY TOPIC compared to men…
	Practice writing demographic survey questions (with response scales):
	1. What is your age?
	_____ (leave a blank space for a participant to write/type in number)
	2. What is your gender?
	_____ Male ____ Female ____ Non-binary ___ Transgender ____ Other, not listed
	Write FOUR demographic survey questions
	1.
	2.
	3.
	4.
	OPINION VARIABLES: variables that a person has an opinion about (but not necessarily a right/wrong answer)
	(e.g., life satisfaction, self-esteem, attitudes about pets, etc.)
	What are some opinion variables that you think might be related to your survey topic?
	E.g., attitudes about job: As positive attitudes about your job increases, SURVEY TOPIC increases…
	E.g., stress: As stress increases, SURVEY TOPIC decreases…
	Practice writing opinion survey questions:
	(note they are not always written as a question)
	1. I am satisfied in my current job. 1-7 scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree)
	2. How often do you feel overwhelmed because you do not have the time to do the things you need to do? 1 = never, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, 4 = always
	Write FOUR opinion survey questions
	1.
	2.
	3.
	4.
	LAB REPORT:
	Type out your FOUR demographic survey questions and your FOUR opinion survey questions
	Refer to your book on dos and don’ts of question writing, pp. 86-96; look at the Qualtrics website for Best Practices
	Decide on the appropriate response formats. Most of the opinion survey questions should be continuous variables (e.g., never - always, strongly disagree - strongly agree), probably on 5- or 7- or 9-point scales.
	Make sure that your items and your responses go together!
	(e.g., do not ask a “how often…” question and give “strongly disagree – strongly agree” as responses)
	NOTE: you do not have to format this like a professional survey (don’t spend the time on that). Instead, type the item and type the response options (or if open-ended, describe that like we did with “age” above)
	Submit them electronically with your name on them.
	Rubric for Lab 7: Qualtrics Survey & Writing Survey Questions—APA Paper #2
	Lab 8: Literature Review—APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 8:
	Use psycINFO to search the literature for a relevant article
	Find one research article
	Complete two articles summaries (one for the article you found, one for the article provided to you)
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Literature Review:
	Accessing psycINFO
	You have a link to the library on your SDSU homepage.
	On the Library Homepage, select Databases a-z, scroll down the A list and click on APA PsycInfo
	Doing a search
	At the top of the search screen, you have three open boxes where you can put your search terms.
	In the first box, type in your specific survey topic (from above)
	In the second box, type in the related construct of interest (predictor)
	On the left side of the screen a couple of rows down, you will see an option called Publication Year from ___ to ___
	Type in 2000 in the first box (this will ensure that our search is recent)
	On the left side of the screen a couple of rows down, you will see an option called Peer Reviewed—click that box (this will make sure we only get peer-reviewed journals articles—not dissertations or book chapters)
	Click on the Search box (either at the top or the bottom of the page).
	Results of a search
	At the top, you should see All Results: 1-50 of ______
	If this number is above 100, you might want to
	add another search term or
	use a synonym for one of the terms you have in the search—this just means your search is still too broad to be beneficial
	If this number is reasonable, you can start scrolling through the titles until you find ones that sounds of interest to your search
	Click on the title to read the abstract
	Once you have located articles of interest, make note of the citation
	Exclude dissertations (the peer-review option should screen these out)
	Try to avoid using a review article or a meta-analysis as one of your two papers—they may take a bit more work to “decipher”
	You will need this to find the actual article
	Note: some articles are available online.
	You may see the “PDF Full Text” option on that search results screen or when you click on the title to read the abstract. If this is an option, save it and/or print the article so that you have it.
	You may also see the “Find It Alma Resolver” option. Click through and the next screen will show you if the library has access to it through either an electronic database or in print in the library. Try to find an article that has electronic access.
	If we do not have access to it, you may try one more option: GoogleScholar. Type the article title into the Google Scholar search engine and you may find access there.
	If you cannot find the article for free (PLEASE do not pay for access), find another article because Interlibrary Loan can take a while…sorry ☹
	Finalizing your article
	If you are having a difficult time limiting your search (your search is too broad) OR finding anything (your search is too narrow), ask your TA for assistance
	Read the complete article (hopefully it is still what you are looking for)
	If it is good, keep it. Save it.
	If it is not what you were looking for, keep searching.
	Complete the article summary page to turn in with your article.
	When completing these, highlight portions of the abstract/article where you are pulling the relevant information for the summary sheet.
	Try paraphrasing this information for the article summary sheet (do not copy word for word)—as you will need this for the Introduction section of your paper.
	LAB REPORT: (10pts, 4pts each article summary sheet, 2 points for “good” article)
	For this lab, you will only be turning in 3 things:
	Article you found
	Article summary sheet for the article you found
	Article summary sheet for the article provided for you in class
	Rubric for Lab 8: Literature Review—APA Paper #2
	Lab 9: Writing Hypotheses—APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 9:
	Write two hypotheses that make sense and are interesting
	Hypothesize a group difference
	Hypothesize a correlation
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Writing Hypotheses:
	Predicting a Group Difference:
	Find a question which splits your sample into two groups. (PREDICTOR) – two groups you think will differ on your SURVEY TOPIC (existing DV scale)
	This can be a demographic question (e.g., gender)
	This can be another demographic question (e.g., “I live with my parents” 1=no, 1=yes)
	Wording the hypothesis – in terms of the outcome and predictor
	State the survey topic
	State what exactly you expect (one group will have more of something)—not just that there will be a difference
	State the comparison groups—don’t make empty comparisons by leaving the comparison out (this was a no-no in the writing guide)
	Example: It was hypothesized that women will report more self-esteem than men.
	Example: It was hypothesized that men will report more relationship satisfaction compared to women.
	Developing a Group Difference Hypothesis:
	State your Survey Topic variable (existing DV scale):
	State your Grouping variable:
	What are the groups?
	Group 1:
	Group 2:
	State your hypothesis (using guidelines listed above):
	Below is a bar graph you can copy and paste on your word document. Please label and x-axis and y-axis and also label your bars (with correct group names).
	Predicting a Correlation:
	Find one of the opinion survey questions that you wrote with a continuous scale (so that you will have some variance in the responses) that you think is related to your SURVEY TOPIC (existing DV scale)
	E.g.: “I am in good health” 1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree
	Correlation does not mean causation!
	Do not ever use causal language when talking about non-experimental designs (e.g., survey research)
	Wording the hypothesis
	State the outcome variable (existing DV scale)
	State what exactly you expect (positive correlation, negative correlation)—not just that there will be a relationship
	Explain the correlation
	Positive correlation:
	Example: It was hypothesized that the good health will be positively correlated with life satisfaction; that is, when a participant reports their health as better, the more they will be satisfied with life.
	Negative correlation:
	Example: It was hypothesized that stress will be negatively correlated with life satisfaction; that is, the less stress a participant reports, the more they will be satisfied with life.
	Developing a Correlation Hypothesis:
	State your Predictor variable (opinion survey question that you wrote):
	State your Survey Topic variable (existing DV scale):
	State your hypothesis (using guidelines listed above):
	Draw a line graph that shows what you are predicting (remember that your predictor goes on the x-axis and the outcome goes on the y-axis and remember to label your axes):
	LAB REPORT: (6pts, 3pts for each hypothesis)
	Type up your two hypotheses in Word
	Group Difference Hypothesis
	Copy/paste bar graph and label axes and bars to illustrate your hypothesis
	Correlation Hypothesis
	Copy/paste the correct line graph and label axes to illustrate your hypothesis
	Remember to put your name and TA on the document and follow all other computer rules for submission
	Rubric for Lab 9: Developing Hypotheses—APA Paper #2
	Lab 10: Introduction Section—APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 10:
	Review the background literature
	State the purpose and rationale of the current study
	Define your variables
	State hypotheses
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Outline for Introduction Section
	Read and complete this outline prior to starting the lab. You may write in fragments (words, phrases) or in complete sentences. Please note that thinking about paper construction and outlining your thoughts will aid in writing each section of your lab report, so take advantage of this process!
	Background literature review
	Article 1 (previous research)
	Summarize the main features of the methodology from your first article
	Summarize the relevant findings from your first article (key word “relevant”-not all of them)
	Summarize the conclusions of these findings
	Article 2 (previous research)
	Summarize the main features of the methodology from your second article.
	Summarize the relevant findings from your second article (key word “relevant”-not all of them)
	Summarize the conclusions of these findings
	Current study (OUR SURVEY PROJECT)—What did we do and why? (briefly)
	Why did we do the current study? Why is it important to study this?
	Is it a recognized problem? (or potential problem) OR Is there conflicting literature in the area? (leaves questions to be addressed)
	What was done in the current study?
	What were the variables of interest? Identify the variables in the study without using the word “variables.”
	E.g., “The current study was an examination of self-esteem in men and women.” Rather than, “the variables in this study were self-esteem and gender.”
	What was the methodology (generally speaking)?
	Hypotheses
	What do you expect to find and why did you expect to find this? (you did these in the previous lab…if they were done correctly, copy them below)
	(Group difference) It was hypothesized…
	(Correlation) It was hypothesized…
	Lab Report:
	Using your outline, review the prior research (both articles), explain what was done and why, and give your specific hypotheses (including rationale) by turning your fragments into whole sentences and full paragraphs (complete with transitions). The key here is to integrate both articles in such a way that your research question and hypotheses are logical questions to be studied. Note: If you are having problems or are feeling “stuck,” look at the introductions of other articles to see how those authors did this.
	Do not use a heading for the introduction section (but remember your name and TA name, refer back to General Lab Guidelines).
	Remember to cite references in the introduction carefully and correctly (WWS, pp. 11-12, 87-89, Purdue Owl).
	REFER BACK TO PLAGIARISM ACTIVITY (Purdue Owl) AND WRITING WITH STYLE GUIDE! These are resources to help you avoid plagiarizing the materials – use them wisely!
	Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the formatting rules!
	Rubric for Lab 10: Introduction Section, APA Paper #2
	Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 94-95)
	Lab 11: Method Section— APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 11:
	Describe your participants
	Describe your materials
	Calculate internal consistency reliability for your existing scale
	Describe your procedure
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Outline for Method Section
	Read and complete this outline prior to starting the lab. You may write in fragments (words, phrases) or in complete sentences. Please note that thinking about paper construction and outlining your thoughts will aid in writing each section of your lab report, so take advantage of this process!
	Participants & Procedure
	Who were the participants? How many participants were in OUR study?
	Gender:
	Age:
	3rd demographic question (of your choice): _______________________
	4th demographic question (of your choice): _______________________
	How did you collect the data?
	(Note. We will combine these two sections because the Procedure subsection will potentially be too short to stand on its own).
	Materials
	Describe the existing DV scale that was provided by your professor/TA.
	Name of scale (don’t forget to cite your source), number of items, sample item, response options, internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha)
	Describe the items in the survey that was created by you and the class
	Number of opinion questions and an example (one you used; include response options)
	Number of demographic questions and an example (one you used; include response options)
	Analyzing the data:
	(alpha for your existing SCALE)
	Click on the Analyze menu, down to Scale, over to Reliability Analysis
	Shift your items (e.g., SWL1, SWL2, SWL3, SWL4, & SWL5) in the Items box
	The Model should default to “Alpha” – if it is not, use the pull-down menu to highlight Alpha
	In the box next to “Scale label:” type your scale name
	Click ok.
	Reading the SPSS output:
	(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!)
	This is the scale name you typed in
	Scale: Satisfaction with Life
	Analyzing the data:
	(mean and standard deviation for CONTINUOUS variables)
	Click on the Analyze menu, down to Descriptive Statistics, over to Descriptives
	Shift your continuous participant variables (e.g., age) in the Variable(s) box
	Click on the Options box on the right side
	Make sure that Mean and Std. Deviation are checked
	Click Continue
	Click ok.
	Reading the SPSS output:
	This tells you the means and std. deviations of your variables. It also gives you min and max values (for range).
	(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!)
	(frequencies or percentages for CATEGORICAL variables)
	Click on the Analyze menu, down to Descriptive Statistics, over to Frequencies
	Shift your nominal participant variables (e.g., gender) in the Variable(s) box
	Make sure the Display frequency tables box is CHECKED
	Click ok.
	Reading the SPSS output:
	(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!)
	This tells you the frequencies & percentages of each category. It also gives you valid percent (if there is missing data).
	Lab Report:
	Using your outline, describe the participants, materials, and procedure by turning your fragments into whole sentences and full paragraphs (complete with transitions).
	Use a heading for the Method section and subheadings for Participants, Materials, and Procedure (remember your name and TA name).
	Carefully and correctly report all test statistics.
	You must italicize M and SD
	Make sure to read the SPSS output provided for you from the TAs!
	Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the computer lab and formatting rules!
	Rubric for Lab 11: Method Section, APA Paper #2
	Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 94-95)
	Lab 12: Results Section— APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 12:
	Restate your hypotheses
	Test your hypotheses with the appropriate statistic
	Run a t-test in SPSS
	Run a correlation in SPSS
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Outline for Results Section
	Read and complete this outline prior to starting the lab. You may write in fragments (words, phrases) or in complete sentences. Please note that thinking about paper construction and outlining your thoughts will aid in writing each section of your lab report, so take advantage of this process!
	Restate your group difference hypothesis
	“It was hypothesized…”
	Report your results
	Describe the relationship between your two variables of interest.
	Report your statistics correctly.
	If you did not find statistically significant results…
	You are done. Stop here.
	If you found statistically significant results…
	Follow up with descriptive information elaborating further
	Follow up with a figure “showing” those results and make reference to it (e.g., “As seen in Figure 1…”).
	Restate your correlational hypothesis
	“It was hypothesized…”
	Report your results
	Describe the relationship between your two variables of interest.
	Report your statistics correctly.
	If you did not find statistically significant results…
	You are done. Stop here.
	If you found statistically significant results…
	Follow up with descriptive information elaborating further
	Follow up with a figure “showing” those results and make reference to it (e.g., “As seen in Figure 1…”).
	***This next part is for your reference only. You will not write this part in your paper; however, it is good practice to ask yourself these questions so that you know you are using the correct statistics when testing your hypotheses.***
	For each hypothesis…
	Test statistic:
	What type of variables do you have? (continuous, categorical)
	What type of inferential statistic are you running? Why?
	What does this statistic tell us?
	How will we know if it is statistically significant?
	SPSS – HOW TO RUN YOUR DATA
	**In this hypothetical example, it was hypothesized the men and women (PREDICTOR) would differ on Life Satisfaction (OUTCOME). Life Satisfaction was a composite score of 3 items, ranging from 1 through 5. Women were coded as 1 and Men were coded as 2.***
	Analyzing the data:
	(t-test for group difference)
	Click on the Analyze menu, down to Compare Means, over to Independent Samples T-Test
	Click on your participant variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to Grouping Variable box
	Click Define Groups
	Enter 1 in the Group 1 box
	(Note: This must match the numbers you use to define the variables in the dataset)
	Enter 2 in the Group 2 box
	(Note: This must match the numbers you use to define the variables in the dataset)
	Click continue
	Click on your DV scaled score (_______________) and shift it with the arrow to Test Variable(s) box
	Click ok
	Reading the SPSS output:
	This tells us the sample size, mean, and standard deviation of both groups on our opinion question.
	(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!)
	APA format for reporting statistics:
	For t-tests, you need to report the test statistic (t), the degrees of freedom (df) in parentheses, and the p value or significance level.
	The format is   t(df) = ___, p =.05.
	Using our table above:
	t(28) = -2.61, p =.014
	We want to make a statement about the relationship between out two variables of interest (gender and life satisfaction):
	EXAMPLE: Men reported higher levels of life satisfaction (M = 3.40, SD = 1.45) compared to women (M = 2.13, SD = 1.19), t(28) = -2.61, p =.014, as seen in Figure 1.
	For significant results, we want to follow this up with specific information about that general relationship along with a figure (bar chart, see below how to make these) that illustrates that relationship.  For the case of a t-test, you can incorporate that follow-up information in that general statement (see above how we added the Means and Standard Deviations). Also, we cannot infer causation from this observational study, so we do not want to use causal language.
	Making a bar chart:
	(group difference)
	Click on Graphs, down to Legacy dialogs, over to Bar
	Click on Simple, Summaries for Groups of Cases, and hit Define
	Click on your group difference variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the Category Axis box
	Click on other statistic (e.g., mean), click on your DV scaled score variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the Variable box
	Click on ok
	For nonsignificant results, you do not need follow-up information or a figure (leave these out). NOTE: We do not say that the results were insignificant.
	EXAMPLE: Men and women did not differ in their levels of life satisfaction, t(28) = -0.613, p >.05.
	SPSS – HOW TO RUN YOUR DATA
	**In this hypothetical example, it was hypothesized that depression (PREDICTOR) would be negatively correlated with life satisfaction (OUTCOME). Life Satisfaction was a composite score of 3 items, ranging from 1 through 5. Depression was a one-item measure also ranging from 1 through 5.***
	Analyzing the data:
	(r for correlation)
	Click on the Analyze menu, down to Correlate, over to Bivariate
	Click on your predictor variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the Variables box
	Click on your outcome variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the Variable box
	Click ok
	Reading the SPSS output:
	(This is only sample data, do not use these numbers!!!)
	First thing to note, this table gives you the same information twice. That is, the information above the diagonal is the same as that below the diagonal. Also, correlation tables in SPSS put stars (*, **) by the statistically significant correlations-to help you read the table ☺
	APA format for reporting statistics:
	For r, you need to report the test statistic (r, usually rounded to two decimal places) and the p value or significance level (rounded to three decimal places).
	The format is  r = ___, p = .05.
	Using our table above:
	r = -.43, p = .019
	For significant results, we want to follow this up with specific information about that general relationship along with a figure (scatterplot, see below) that illustrates that relationship.  For the case of a t-test, you can incorporate that follow-up information in that general statement (see above how we added the Means and Standard Deviations). Also, we cannot infer causation from this observational study, so we do not want to use causal language.
	EXAMPLE: Depression was negatively correlated with life satisfaction , such that participants who reported higher depression reported lower levels of life satisfaction, r = -.43, p =.019 (as seen in Figure 2).
	For nonsignificant results, you do not need follow-up information or a figure (leave these out). NOTE: We do not say that the results were insignificant.
	EXAMPLE: Life satisfaction was not significantly correlated with depression, r = -.03, p >.05.
	Making a scatterplot:
	(correlation)
	Click on Graphs, down to Legacy dialogs, over to Scatter/Dot
	Click on Simple Scatter and hit Define
	Click on your predictor variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the x-axis box
	Click on your outcome variable (_______________) and shift it with the arrow over to the y-axis box
	Click on ok
	Once you have made the scatterplot...
	Double-click anywhere inside the graph (a chart editor will pop up)
	Click on Elements, down to Fit Line at Total
	This will draw the best-fitting line, representing your r-square value. You can close the chart editor and the line will stay in your scatterplot.
	Lab Report:
	Using your outline, restate your hypotheses and report the statistical tests of your hypotheses in the order you presented them in the introduction.
	Use a heading for the Results section (remember your name and TA name).
	Make a clear statement that your results DO or DO NOT support your hypotheses
	Group differences
	If it is significant, report descriptive information (means and standard deviations) about the differences between your groups
	Make reference to these differences graphically, by referring to the bar chart that was created in SPSS. Make sure to refer to the Figure in your text.
	If it is not significant, do not interpret your t-test. And do not reference a bar chart (don’t include it)
	Correlation
	If significant, follow this up with the meaning of your correlation (e.g., describe the strength and direction of the relationship).
	Make reference to this relationship graphically, by referring to the scatterplot that was created in SPSS. Make sure to refer to the Figure in your text.
	If it is not significant, do not interpret your correlation. And do not reference a scatterplot (don’t include it)
	Copy and paste the graphs onto their own Figure pages and write figure captions. If none of your statistical tests were significant, you will not have any figures.
	Make sure to read the SPSS output provided for you from the TAs!
	Carefully and correctly report all test statistics.
	You must italicize p, r, t and F.
	You also must italicize M and SD.
	Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the computer lab and formatting rules!
	Rubric for Lab 12: Results Section— APA Paper #2
	Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 94-95)
	Lab 13: Discussion Section— APA Paper #2
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 13:
	Assess your results
	Link results to broader literature
	Address limitations of your study (including future directions)
	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Outline for Discussion Section
	Read and complete this outline prior to starting the lab. You may write in fragments (words, phrases) or in complete sentences. Please note that thinking about paper construction and outlining your thoughts will aid in writing each section of your lab report, so take advantage of this process!
	Assess your results
	Restate your hypotheses (in the order you presented them in the introduction, the same order that you tested and presented them in the results section)
	“It was hypothesized…<insert hypothesis here>…and this hypothesis <was/was not> supported in the current study.”
	“It was hypothesized…<insert hypothesis here>…and this hypothesis <was/was not> supported in the current study.”
	Link results to broader literature (you can also discuss future directions—where could the research go from here?).
	(Note: This section allows for more leeway—you can be creative in this part).
	What do your findings mean? (In a broader theory? In its application? Is it consistent with previous literature [i.e., background article you referenced in the Introduction]?).
	Other potential explanations? (Is there something else that might explain your findings? – especially if they did not support your hypothesis).
	Limitations of the study & future directions
	Mention realistic and probable limitations (at least two) and why they are limitations.
	How could you remedy these in a future study(ies)?
	Lab Report:
	Using your outline, assess your results, place them in the broader literature, and mention limitations and future directions of your study by turning your outline (fragments) into whole sentences and full paragraphs (complete with transitions).
	Use a heading for the Discussion section (remember your name and TA name).
	Do not report statistics in this section!
	Watch your tenses! (WWS, p. 72)
	Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the computer lab and formatting rules!
	Rubric for Lab 13: Discussion Section— APA Paper #2
	Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 94-95)
	Lab 14: Abstract & Reference Section & Putting it all together— APA Paper #2
	-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Objectives for Lab 14:
	Abstract
	Content and style
	References
	Journal article references
	Alphabetizing
	Hanging indent
	Title page
	Content and style
	Putting the paper together in its entirety
	All sections in the correct order
	-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
	Lab Report:
	Abstract
	Following the rules in Chapter 7 on Preparing the Abstract, write an abstract for you paper. (You can go back through your old labs for key information from each section.)
	Start with 1-2 sentences for each of the main sections and modify as necessary (watching your word length).
	Save often and check to make sure you have followed all of the computer lab and formatting rules!
	Reference
	Type out the complete reference for the background article.
	Be detailed-oriented (every little space, comma, period, italicized word means something in this section).
	Use a heading for the Reference section.
	Format the Reference page so that there is a “hanging indent” – the first line sticks out longer and the following lines are indented (Do not use the Tab button to achieve this). This is in the lecture!
	Save often and make sure you have followed all of the formatting rules!
	Title page
	Header, running head, title, author, affiliation (San Diego State University and your TAs name here). This (too) is in the lecture!
	Pulling the whole paper together
	Open the electronic versions of all of the other sections (intro, method, results, discussion).
	Put the sections in the correct order (abstract first, etc.) and on the correct pages (see Writing With Style guide). This (also) is in the lecture!
	You have just written a complete APA-style paper!
	Rubric for Lab 14: Abstract, Reference Section, & Putting it all together— APA Paper #2
	Formatting:  your TA will reference these mistakes and may deduct points (see WWS, pp. 94-95)

